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About Me

To halt the decline of an 
ecosystem, it is necessary to think 
like an ecosystem.     

-Douglas P. W heeler

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Directing Attorney at Earth Law Center. We are based in NY but I come from Boulder Colorado. I’ve been doing environmental law and policy work for about 12 yearsEarly on in my career, I had the privilege of providing pro bono legal support for island nations at a few climate change conferences. And this was a very powerful experience, because here is a group of people whose very existence is at jeopardy largely based on the failure of the global north to reign in our addiction to greenhouse gases, our consumption of oil. And these island nations have to grapple with the fact that society has chosen to—and yes, it is a choice—we have chosen to prioritize our short-term economic interests that fuel climate change above the very existence of island nations, many coastal communities, and countless ecosystems and species. And so from this experience I begag to ask myself: is our traditional approach to environmental law and regulation enough, or to do we need a new approach to solve our greatest environmental challenges? And so I began to support movements that address root causes of climate change and other environmental devastation. Movements that change the system. I became involved in the movement to give legal rights to ecosystems. And that is what I’m going to talk to you about today. 



W hat is “Rights of Nature”

”W ildness is inherent in all 
people and organisms. [...] Yet 
almost all of our laws and our 
social governance structures 
suppress and stifle expressions 
of w ildness and promote 
uniformity and control.”    

-Cormac Cullinan, W ild Law 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Nature, like humans and corporations, has legal rights. It is no longer property under the law, but rather a rights bearing entity. 2. Nature has standing in a court of law to enforce those rights.3. Nature often represented by legal guardians.The Rights of Nture has shown me that…1,. The law can be beautiful, compassionate, vibrant, wise, nourishing.The law can earn from the wisdom of indigenous peoples throughout the word who inherently respect and value nature. The LAW can be WILD, it can harmonize with the RHYTHMS OF THE UNIVERSE, and meet the needs of our ecosystems.Rights of Nature represents a NEW BLUEPRINT of environmental law based in these ideas.



Status Quo of Our Legal System

1. Nature treated as “property” 
under the law.

2. Ecosystems allowed to teeter 
on the brink of destruction.

3. Environmental laws limit but 
rarely reverse environmental 
degradation (CW A, ESA, CAA).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Water – the lifeblood of our planet. Buya and sell water righ___Enviromental laws alow us to exploit up until the point of collapse, and sometimes we miss the margin of error. Dam releases & fish.ENVIRO LAWS: Can’t imagine where we’d be without them, but they limit but rarely reverse pollution. �CWA: We heard a student speak yesterday about flaws in the CWA—its loopholes, inapplicability, shortcomings,ESA: There. Is no thriving species act. Michigan v. EPA: The Supreme Court ruled that under the “Clean Air Act,” it was illegal for the Environmental Protection Agency to limit toxic pollutants from power plants without considering costs to the power sector at the start of the process – even though it would save 11,000 premature deaths every year. So we have our economic system trumping our environment even in our environmental laws. And why is this? Well the reason is that special interests, corporations, and the powers that may be helped write or strongly influenced many of our environmental laws, and the result is that they fall into this same folawed paradigm: one based in exploitation of nature, consumerism, and this false notion that we have infinite resources on a finite planet. ‘And if oyu don’t believe me, the proof is in the pudding!



Result : Global Environmental Declines

• 6th mass extinction.    

• 60% all vertebrates lost in last 
44 years.

• 57,000 large dams.    

• Climate change = ocean acidity, 
w idescale biodiversity loss, 
even greater extinction rates.
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Presentation Notes
#1: Extinction up to 10,000x normal rates#2: 83% freshwater vertebrates.#3: …impacting 2/3 of all rivers (6,000 large dams in the US – second only to China).#4: Ocean acidity up 30% since industrial revolution. We are going to lose entire marine ecosystems.QUESTION: And does anyone here think we separate are from the environment? Clearly no



Impacts to Communit ies

• Increased rates of cancer, 
respiratory disease, birth 
defects.    

• Climate change = drought, 
w ildfires, extreme heat, floods, 
water scarcity.

• Decline in quality of life and 
connection to nature. 
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Up to 7 million people die each year from air pollutionClimate change already causes an estimated 400,000 deaths every year due to increased hunger, illness, diseases, and other factors



Urgent: W e have 11 years

• Difference between 1.5 v. 2.0 degree 
Celsius temp increase is monumental.

• W e have only 11 years to get on track 
w ith necessary emissions cuts.

• Basic climate change science 
understood and accepted between 
1979-1989 (40 years ago!).

Source: IPCC’s “Global Warming of 1.5 ºC” report

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Conclusion: We have to take concerted, bold action to address the climate crisis, and rights of nature is part of the solution.They basically found that we need to take bold action to decarbonize over the next 12 years,--specifically, we need to reduce emissions by 45% based on 2010 levels by then, at least in on ecommon scenari. Currently we have already increased temps about 1 degree celcius. Slashing global greenhouse gas emissions 45 percent below 2010 levels by 2030 and reaching net zero by 2050 Global systematic changes to energy industry.HALF A DEGREE means keepingshorelines where they are and preserve our coastal cities.”Half a degree could also keep corals from being completely eradicated.Half a degree means sea level rise impacts 10 million more people by 2100, and that hundreds of more people are at significantly greater risk of droughts, floods, extreme heat, poverty.Half a degree means insects and plants are almost twice as likely to lose half their habitat.Half a degree more wil significantly worsen the risks of drought, floods, extreme heat and poverty for hundreds of millions of people and ecosystems.. 1988 = is when James Hansen, who directed NASA's Goddard Institute for Space Studies, testified re: a 99 percent confidence in a real warming trend.“It’s a line in the sand” Debra Roberts, a co-chair of the working group on impacts. We need all hands on deck! We need system change. We need to try something jnew. And most of all, we need to listen to ecosystems, to nature, as much as we listen to Chevron shareholders.



Rights of Nature: “E-Laws 2.0”
Corrects flaw s w ith legal system

• Nature has fundamental rights 
to exist, thrive, be free from 
pollution, restoration, etc. 

• Goal: “Thriving ecosystems” 
instead of “less degradation.”

• Nature has a seat at the table.

Rights are always evolving

• Expansion of human 
rights.

• Expansion of non-human 
rights.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rights of nature can help because it addresses root causes of our destruction of nature, which fuels climate change.Integrate nature into our democracy so it’s a participant, not just our property.And with nature’s rights comes human responsibilities – to uphold the integral health of ecosystems. Rights are always expanding-Slavery, womens rights, corporations…. 1971 last slave died. Women are alive today who were alive before they had the right to vote.-Is nature next? (KEEP SAYING THAT)THE RIGHTS OF NATURE IS THE NEXT GREAT RIGHTS-BASED MOVEMENTRIGHTS OF NATURE IS RTHE BLUEPRINT FOR RTHE NEXT GENEWRATION OF RIGHTS-BASED LAWNow I’ll give you some comparisons to give rights of nature context, then I’ll give you some examples of it in practice, then I’ll let you now about some of our own exciting projects.



Status Quo v. Nature’s Right to a Healthy 
Climate

Status Quo Nature’s Right to a Healthy Climate

Carbon market (pay to pollute) and the 
financialization of nature. 

No ”right to pollute”; economy reimagined to 
support thriving ecosystems.

Loose, incentive-based commitments. Accountability to limit temperature increases to 
1.5 degrees. 

Ecosystems represented in negotiations 
and lawmaking indirectly. Ecosystems have a seat at the table.

False solutions to climate change: 
geoengineering, REDD+. 

Challenge overarching model of production & 
consumption. 100% renewable energy.

Presenter
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OK, and what if we recognized nature’s right to a healthy climate. So when you ask, how do we sISPIRATIONAL SECTION CLOSINGolve climate change? I urge you to remembrer thatSo long as it is profitable to exploit forests and other ecosystems, we will not solve climate change.So long as industry can pollute massively as a cost of business, we will not solve climate changeSo long as we isolate ourselves from the roots of the problem, those of us so fortunte to do so, we will not solve climate changeSo long as we distance ourselves frm nature itself, istead of recognizing that we are part of nature and that we therefore must speak up for it, we will not solve climate changeHow can we tel future generations that we did all we could when we’re only doing the things on the left, and not achieving the things on th right?#1A: Carbon markets are CODE for being able to pay to pollute and let someone else worry about it. #1B: Ecological economics, in which our economy serves ecosystens and humans, not the other way around. #2A: Humans treated aas separate from nature, as well. #2B: Leave 80% oil in the ground. Humans are GUARDIANS of nature. #3: So too do indigenous peoples, global south, etc have seats at the table. Who writes the rules? Those with a seat ath the table – so fossil fuel companies are writing the rules. The first regulations in the United States were written to regulate railroads and were written by…. The railroad industry! #4: REDD+, which is code for subjugating the rights of communities is code he global south so that the eawlthy can pollute, plus. Instead of REDD, community based forestry.OK and to some, this might seem like a pipe dream. But I’ll take a pipe dream over a nightmare any day. And what’s more is that governments lawyers, jjdges, experts, and activists across the world are beginning to demand and implement new legal regimes based on the rights of nature.



Human v. Nature’s Right to a Healthy Climate
Human Right to a Healthy Climate Nature’s Right to a Healthy Climate

Note: Nature’s right to a healthy climate can, and should, 
be recognized along w ith the human right to a health climate

Anthropocentric perspective. Eco-centric perspective. Considers the 
inherent value of nature. 

Focus on human adaptation. Focus on ecosystem adaptation.

Ties into the larger human rights 
movement.

Ties into the larger Rights of Nature 
movement, weaving a global tapestry of 
rights-based victories for nature.

Presenter
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#1: (“Climate change is a common concern of humankind.” –Paris Agreement)Emphasize that we need both.



The Next Great Rights Movement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not just theory or practice. This is already happening across the world



Ecuador (2008), Bolivia (2012, 2014), Uganda (2019)

“Nature ... has the right to 
exist, persist, maintain itself 
and regenerate….” 

-Ecuador Constitution, 
Art. 71

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OTHER CASES: CRIMINAL CONVICTION under rights of nature for shark finning in Golapagos; But upheld a TRULY HORRIBLE MINING LAW (saying it had enviro provisions)Nature is now FIGHTING FOR IUTSELF IN COURTBetween 2008 and 2016, twelve lawsuits invoked RoN. In nine cases, the courts upheld the RoN.WHO SPEAKS FOR NATURE? Ecuador, Article 71 states that “all persons, communities, peoples and nations can call upon public authorities to enforce the rights of Nature.” 



Universal Decl. of the Rights of Mother Earth

“In the heart of the new society 
we want to create is the Rights 
of Nature, Rights of Mother 
Earth…” 

-Pablo Solón, former U.N. 
Ambassador for Bolivia

Global Alliance for the Rights of Nature

Presenter
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World People's Conference on Climate Change and the Rights of Mother Earth – Bolivia, 2010.35,000 people from over 140 nations.Peoples TribunalsRights recognized as inherentDirect response to the failures of climate change negotiations to come up with a viable solution.Nature in all its life forms has “the right to exist, persist, maintain and regenerate its vital cycles.”



W hanganui River – New Zealand
“[The] Te Awa Tupua is an 
indivisible and living whole, 
comprising the W hanganui 
River from the mountains to 
the sea….” 

-W hanganui River Claims 
Settlement Bill

*Rights, powers, duties, and 
liabilities of a “legal person”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In contrast, New Zealand’s two laws simply recognize Te Awa Tupua (the Whanganui River) and Te Urewera (the forest) as legal persons with “all the rights, powers, duties, and liabilities of a legal person” (Te Awa Tupua Act 2017, clause 14; Te Urewera Act 2014, Article 11). These rights grant procedural access to New Zealand’s political and legal systems. For example, these ecosystems can own property, incur debts, petition the courts and administrative agencies, and receive reparations for damages, should a court rule in their favor. However, the laws do not guarantee the ecosystems’ right to maintain their integrity or be restored, much less to flourish.New Zealand: New Zeaand more about responsibility  than rights. Creates statutory guardians to pmrote and protect the interest, well-being and rivers of the river Te Awa Tupua and the forest Te Urewera. Stronger because legally mandated - not just courts. Legal guardians



Atrato River - Colombia

[T]he Atrato River possesses 
inherent rights to “protect ion, 
conservat ion, maintenance, 
and restorat ion.”

-Constitutional Court of 
Colombia

Presenter
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GOLD MININGCOMMUNITY APPOINTED AS GUARDIANS



Colombian Amazon

Presenter
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How many of you think CHILDREN are essential in the fight to protect nature? In 2018, 25 young persons sued the Colombian government for not guaranteeingRights at stake: rights to life, to a healthy environment, to food, and to water.RIGHTS for current and future generationsDon’t say “THE COURT SAID….” (wonky)



Colombian Amazon - Supreme Court
• Ruling: Government must create a plan to 

address deforestation, their main climate 
change driver. 

• Zero deforestation plans to be made by local 
governments.

• Intergenerational pact for the life of the 
Colombian Amazon.

• Colombian Amazon an "entity subject to 
rights.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
#2 Deforesattion bc main driver of climate change. Short-, medium-, and long-term plans.#3: Achieve no deforestation w/ land management plans#4 Direct stakeholders (govt, civil society, scientist, etc) to create intergenaerational pact w/ strategies to achieve zero deforestation and zero greenhouse gas emissionsState duty to protect, conserve, maintain, and restore the Amazon.Cam you imagine if a supreme court justice in the United States made this type of ruling? What if Supreme Courts around the world start making these types of ruling? Can that achieve the type of system change that we end? And why aren’t more judges doing this? Because sometimes it takes a lot of BRAVERY – it takes GUTS -- to do the right thing. But ladies and gentleman, we can make it easier to be brave buy making the movement so big and loud that they can’t ignore it.



Local Rights of Nature Laws
• Santa Monica, CA (ordinance): “Natural 

communities and ecosystems possess 
fundamental and inalienable rights to 
exist and flourish….”

• Crestone, CO (resolution): “…nature, natural 
ecosystems, communities, and all species 
possess intrinsic and inalienable rights….”

• Lafayette, CO (ordinance): “All residents 
and ecosystems of the City of Lafayette 
possess a right to a healthy climate.”

Presenter
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Dozens of these. Who speaks for nature? US Ordinances: citizens of the city or townshipADD TRIBES



International Efforts

• United Nations – Harmony 
w ith Nature Initiative

• International Union for 
Conservation of Nature

• Defining ecocide as a crime at 
the ICJ.
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In 2010, the proposal to amend the Rome Statute to include an international crime of Ecocide was submitted by Polly Higgins into the International Law Commission (ILC). The ILC is the UN body ‘mandated to promote the progressive development of international law and its codification’.Article 5(1) The jurisdiction of the Court shall be limited to the most serious crimes of concern to the international community as a whole. The Court has jurisdiction in accordance with this Statute with respect to the following crimes: 1. The Crime of Genocide 2. Crimes Against Humanity 3. War Crimes 4. The Crime of Aggression To be added: 5. The Crime of Ecocide.Ecocide, the extensive destruction of ecosystems, is occurring today. For example:" Significant pollution – for example, excess greenhouse gases from the industrial activities of the top Carbon Majors;



W hat Does it  Amount to?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What this amounts to is a global movement to recapture our legal system so that it benefits ecosystems and humans. ��It amounts to a rejection of the subjugation of nature to our extraction-based economyIt amounts to the voices of a few brave people—politicians and judges who have the guts to stand up for our planet—insiring a new rights, based movement. �And it amounts to giving nature a voice from which to demand the enforcement of its rights before it’s too late.Now the movement is admittedly stll in its early stages, but I cn tell you that it’s coming, and I just hope it does so before it is too late. Our trajectory on not only climate change, but so many other environmental issues is dire. I think this ggives us a glimmer of hope. 



Earth Law Center’s Recent Efforts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CULTURE: Rights of Nature helps us reconnect with nature—realize that we are not separate.Even non-binding Rights of Nature declarations and resolutions are powerful.



Santa Monica

• Santa Monica residents “possess 
fundamental and inalienable rights” to a 
“sustainable climate that supports 
thriving human life and a flourishing 
biodiverse environment” and 
“sustainable energy future based on 
renewable energy sources.”

• Implemented into Sustainability Plan.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TALK ONLY. PICS Santa Monica residents “possess fundamental and inalienable rights” to “self-governance,” and to:�-clean water from sustainable sources;�-marine waters safe for active and passive recreation;�-clean indoor and outdoor air; �-sustainable food system that provides healthy, locally  � grown food;�-sustainable climate that supports thriving human life � and a flourishing biodiverse environment;�-sustainable energy future based on renewable energy �  sources2 dozen starbucks in a town SMALLER than boulderSAY IT!



Rights of Nature in Boulder

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Giving legal rights to the Boulder Creek Watershed – which which, if granted, would have a right to restoration, a right to thriving biodiversity and native species populations, a right to flow—all of which require addressing climate change at the local level. Have that be the basis of all environmental actions in Boulder County – takes a perspective of holistic ecosystem health



Rights of Natural Forests in El Salvador
All natural forests in El Salvador are legal entities 
that are subjects of fundamental rights, including:
1. the right to life;
2. the right to integral health;
3. the right to exist free from pollution, including 

its air, water, and soil;
4. the right to natural habitat;
5. the right to support native biodiversity and all 

naturally occurring species; 
6. the right to restoration; 
7. the right to a sustainable climate; and 
8. the right to independent legal guardianship to 

secure all of these rights. The King Vulture
Wikipedia

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And I believe that RON resonates with law students and is an important piece of their education. Law students largely learn how to interpret the laws that we have, but I also think that it’s important to teach them how to write new, better laws – the ones that society and nature need but that we didn’t get done before.Declaración de los Derechos de los Bosques Naturales en El Salvador.Would help restore their foersts to health and mitigate climate changel.‘RIGHT TO RESTORATIONSí Por La Naturaleza appeared on the TV program Tu Mañana ("Your Morning") Our partners Eneas Santos and Emanuel Orellana Deputies of the Legislative AssemblyAlmost 85 percent of its forested cover has disappeared since the 1960s, leaving about 5 percent of the land area forested.  The planet has lost about 80 percent of its native forests 



Environmental Rights in El Salvador

• “All current and future 
generations of humans also 
possess fundamental rights 
that are dependent upon 
effectuating the rights of 
natural forests.”

• Rights of Nature becoming a 
national movement.



Earth Law Center: Rights of Rivers

• Universal Declaration of the Rights 
of Rivers (pictured right).

• Active campaigns: 
1. Mexico
2. US (e.g., Boulder)
3. Colombia
4. Nigeria
5. Serbia
6. France 
7. Pakistan
8. And more

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I know our focus is on coatst, but we need healthy rivers to have healty marine ecosystems – as just one example, consier the call to remove dams on the lower snake river in Idaho in ordre to ensuremore salmon relied upon by orcas in the Puget sound. And also consider the impacts of rivers on estuaries and coastal ecosystems.; Also consider the impact of climate change on rivers.As you can see, we’re working all throughout the world on rights of nature / rivers (don’t list the countries). We want to give legal rights to every 165 major river, then every creek, stream, lake. OUR GOAL IS TO GIVE LEGAL RIGHTS TO EVERY ONE OF THE LAST 165 RIERS… EVERUY LAST STREAM… EVERY LAST RIVER… EVERY LAST FOREST.What if rivers had a legal right to minimum flows? What if rivers had a legal right to be free from pollution? Wouldn’t be surprised if ppl were working on this in every country in the world.AnchicayáIndusUDRR: Translated into 4 languages now



River Ethiope - Nigeria

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nature as SACREDDeepest inland waterway in NigeriaDAFE IRIKEFE – Dafe, if you are listening, we are going to get legal rights for this river!Oil fields at Oben/ Ebedei, 2m million inhabitants, river ports, three sprawling campuses, sand mining, fishing, farming/hunting/logging, SACRED SITES at River Ethiope Source,. 70 km long. changes in water quality as a result of effluent discharged from the resort centres.TIED TO CLIMATE CHANGE BC: Challenges oil extraction in and around riversEstablishes not only rights of rivers, but also “Watershed rights,” such as the entire River Ethiope Watershed And the watershed is defined to include the climate therein.Challenges mega-dams, which are massive climate change drivers (statustic from Gary’s Book: _____)Part of the solution by restoring all ecosytsems to health and evolving our relationship with them



Tenochtit lan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An islnd in the middle of a lake! TEN-AUCH-TEET-LAWNELC works with local partners (e.g., Cuatro al Cubo) to achieve fundamental rights for three rivers in Mexico. First on the list: the Magdalena (Mexico City) – the last free-flowing river in Mexico City of 45. Next on the list: The San Pedro Mezquital (threatened by the Las Cruces Dam project) and Atoyac (extremely polluted).



Mexico City

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recognized rights of entire Colombian Amazon



Rio Magdalena & Atoyac - Mexico

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We got a law passed recognizing rights of rivers in Mexico city



Indus River - Pakistan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pakistan Fisher Folk Forum (PFFF)Fisherman – not just environmentalists – we all need the river to thriveBefore the construction of dams and the development of irrigation systems along the Indus, the annual flow of over 180 million acre feet (MAF), carrying a silt load of about 440 million tons, passed through the Indus to the Arabian Sea, culminating in 17 branches and forming the seventh-largest delta of the world. Cuts and diversions of water from the Indus have reduced the water flow to less than 10 MAF annually downstream of Kotri. The reduction of adequate water flow downstream of Kotri entirely changed the social, economic, and environmental landscape of the delta, which created a severe multidimensional crisis. The delta was once a most prosperous region; agricultural production of Sindh’s delta region used to account for 25% of Pakistan’s economy.



Ocean Rights
• Framework for Marine Protected 

Areas

• Framework for Coral Reef Protection 
– what if coral reefs had rights?

• R ights for the S alish S ea.

• Nature’s right to a healthy climate in 
island nations.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Palau is considering recognizing coral reefs as living entities, which would feed into their climate change protections. We’ve also been doing outreach to island nations with template language on the right to a healthy climate, which we hope they will pass and leverage in climate change neogtiations. One island nation we’re speaking to but are not ready to announce yet. Does FRAMEWORK address climate chang?



Amicus Briefs

• Educates courts on the 
Rights of Nature.

• Campaigns in Colombia, 
Ecuador, USA, Canada, and 
Europe.

• Template amicus brief on 
nature’s right to a healthy 
climate.

Special thanks to Constanza Prieto Figelist

Presenter
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RIDH: International Network of Human RightsAs you can see, we’re working all throughout the world on rights of nature / rivers (don’t list the countries). We want to give legal rights to every 165 major river, then every creek, stream, lake. OUR GOAL IS TO GIVE LEGAL RIGHTS TO EVERY ONE OF THE LAST 165 RIERS… EVERUY LAST STREAM… EVERY LAST RIVER… EVERY LAST FOREST.What if rivers had a legal right to minimum flows? What if rivers had a legal right to be free from pollution? Wouldn’t be surprised if ppl were working on this in every country in the world.AnchicayáIndusUDRR: Translated into 4 languages now



Anchicayá River – Colombia (Amicus)

Lawyer: German Ospina Muñoz

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are submitting amicus briefs across the world arguing for rights of natureAt best, we win some casesAt worst, we want every judge in major cases on rivers and other ecosystems to know about rights of nature These amicus briefs, such as this one, highlight the interconnectedness between the human right to a healthy climate and the well-being of nature, mencouraging governments to follow the precedent established by the court in Colombia that recognized Rights of the Amazon. WE ARE GOING TO KEEP GOING UNTIL EVERY SINGLE RIVER IS RECOGNIED AS A LEGAL PERSON.



Dulcepamba River – Ecuador (Amicus)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
YAKU PEREZ



Co-Violat ions of Rights

• Rights of nature violations frequently 
overlap w ith human rights violations.

• Disproportionately impacts indigenous 
groups and other frontlines defenders.

• How we treat nature reflects how we treat 
each other.

• Climate change fuels co-violations.

Presenter
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Hundreds of murdered environmental defenders including a defender of nture’s rights on the way to a tribunal . EG Lake Chad and Niger Delta



Rights of Nature Education

• Earth Law course taught at VLS, 2013.

• Earth Law Society.

• High school mock trials.

• Legal training (e.g., W CEL).

• Courses in Australia, Brazil, Europe.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And I believe that RON resonates with law students and is an important piece of their education. Law students largely learn how to interpret the laws that we have, but I also think that it’s important to teach them how to write new, better laws – the ones that society and nature need but that we didn’t get done before.FEDERALIST SOCIETY1982: founded by law students at Yale, Harvard, Chicago Law. Today: 10,000+ law students, 60,000+ practicing attorneys



Earth Law Casebook for Law Schools
• Earth Law casebook for law schools in 

2020.

• Rights of nature and related 
movements: animal rights, public trust 
doctrine, ecocide, etc.

• Goals 1: Train the next generation of 
rights of nature lawyers.

• Goal 2: Expose all legal professionals to 
the rights of nature.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Signing K. You will find out soon; I still have flashbacks! THANKS KEVIN!�While targeted to law schools, the textbook will also be available for university courses and elsewhere. The goal is to train the next generation of rights of nature experts.Not too late to give a hand if you are interested!We have some great experts working on it, including leading rights of nature practioners, a close friend of Thomas Berry who pioneered the work, and so forth.



W hat Can You Do?

• Demand binding, rights-based 
climate change solutions that 
protect the web of life. 

• Start w ith your own community. 

• Add Rights of Nature messaging to 
everything you do.

• Keep fighting and never stop.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now the reason I like to give so many examples in these presentations is that I hope that one of them inspires you, gives you a new idea, makes you want to get involced.RoN MessagingIf you’re a student, create an Earth Law Society. If you’re a business owner, incorporate nature’s rights into your mission, or donate to our organization (cough) If you work at a deli, create a Rights of Nature sandwich. If you run a university, put Professor Randall Abate’s book in the welcome bag of every single student and have them all read it.



Concluding Thoughts
• W e can change the law to create 

a sustainable climate.

• W hy rights of nature? It offers 
necessary system change in our 
law and culture.

• Give nature a voice in the climate 
change debate.

• It is  (almost) not too late.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We invented our law not that long ago…. We invented it, largely written by industry, ad it’s not too late to recapture our legal system and re-envision it in a way that is protective of ecosytems of humans. ��Anything else is a disservice, and a violations of rights, for all life on earth—both ecosysetms and humans today and in the future. EMPHASIZE CULTURE. So let’s work together to create something new and beautiful. Thank you. 



Thank you!              gw ilson@earthlaw .org

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EMAIL ME!Rights of Ntaure is the future. I look forward to the day in which all of nature has legal rights recognized, including the right of nature to a healthy environment– and also including every single river, every forest, every marine ecosystem, and all of nature. I believe this is going to happen within my lifetime.RIGHTS ARE THE GREATEST GIFT YOU CAN GIVE SMOETHING. THEY ARE PERMANENT, INALIENABLE. I WANT TO GIVE THE GIFT – THE ULTIMATE GIFT – OF RIGHTS TO NATURE. I urge you to work to establish the rights of nature yourselves. Thank you.
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